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The literature on elite and class is vast and includes several disciplines of social sciences. The following annotated bibliography may be of some help in elucidating interests and the growing awareness of social scientists about the problems of distribution of power. The list is plainly selective and does not pretend to be exhaustive; it only intends to be a minor indicator of various trends of interpretation of power in social sciences.

Ahuja, R., *Political Elites and Modernisation* (Meerut: Meenakshi Prakashan, 1975). It identifies structural and cultural basis of political elites' recruitment in Bihar, and holds that modernisation will be determined by the character and ability of its political elites.

Alavi, H., "India and the Colonial Mode of Production", *Economic and Political Weekly*, vol. X, Nos. 33,34 & 35 (August, 1975), pp. 1235-1262; "Rural Bases of Political Power in South Asia", *Journal of Contemporary Asia* IV(4), 1974; and "The State in post-Colonial Societies", *New Left Review*, 74 (July-August, 1974). In post-colonial societies, the development of the state has taken place in advance of the development of the indigenous infra-structure. In India, at the national level, the indigenous and
the imperialist bourgeoisie and the landowning class at the local levels, formed a new alliance whose combined interest is carried out by the state.

Amin, S., Accumulation on a World Scale (New York: Monthly Review Press, 1974). To-day, there is only one market—the capitalist world market with a centre and periphery. The capitalist mode of production also predominates in the periphery and is dependent on the centre. Power in the ex-colonies lie in the hands of the landlords and the local comprador bourgeoisie.


Arora, S.K. and H. B. Lasswell, Political Communication (New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston Inc., 1969). By analysing an English newspaper of India, Arora observes that the political elite of India is committed to
modernization and nation building.


Bachrach, P., *The Theory of Democratic Elitism: A Critique* (Boston: Little, Brown, 1967). Although hampered by anticommunism, which keeps the author from taking a radical position, he does give a good criticism of the liberal democrats who have dominated the field of "political theory".


Bailey, F.G., *Politics and Social Change* (Oxford, 1963). A study conducted in Orissa which attempts to view the political process at the village level and as it extends upward to the district level.


of different works on elite background, attitudes, and behavior.

Bendix, R., "Social Stratification and Political Power", in R. Bendix and S.M. Lipset (eds), Class, Status and Power: A Reader in Social Stratification (New York: Free Press, 1953), pp. 596-609. The relations between social stratification and politics are outlined in the context of Marxian analysis, totalitarian movements and social background plus the psychological approaches to elite analysis.


Bettleheim, C., India Independent (New York: Monthly Review Press, 1963). In independent India, the objective necessity has impelled the Indian bourgeoisie to favour some kind of state capitalism and a closer collaboration with foreign capital. Again the author observes that there is the predominance of semi-feudal mode of production in the countryside.


Burhham, J., *The Managerial Revolution* (London: Pataam and Co. Ltd., 1942). His main thesis is that "the control of the world is passing into the hands of the managers. Capitalism... will be replaced not by socialism but by the rule of the administrators in business and government".


Carras, M.C., *The Dynamics of Indian Political Factions* (Cambridge University Press, 1972). The author observed that in Maharashtra, the political behavior has strong economic roots and that the factionalism is generated in part by the party ideology and is nurtured by certain conditions in which the relevant political actors function.

Carter, A.T., *Elite Politics in Rural India* (Delhi: Vikas Publishing House Pvt. Ltd., 1975). In Western Maharashtra, the landlords, who constitute the economically powerful section of the society, dominate the rural politics.

Chandra, B. *The Rise and Growth of Economic Nationalism in India* (New Delhi, 1966). During national struggle Indian capitalist class had long-term contradiction with imperialism while retaining a short-term dependence and accommodation with it.

in the study of Elites by French Scholars.

Cox, O.C., "Max Weber on Social Stratification: A Critique", American Sociological Review (April, 1950). Cox finds Weber's views filled with ambiguities and obscurities; among other things he shows their differences with Marx's, and, at least by implication, indicates that these differences have not strengthened Weber's position.


Dange, S.A., India: From Primitive Communism to Slavery (New Delhi: People's Publishing House, 5th edition, 1972). With his knowledge of epics and Sanskrit, the author underlines ancient history of India from the period of primitive communism to the rise of slavery and state amongst the Aryans.

Desai, A.R., The Social Background of Indian Nationalism (Bombay: Popular Prakashan, 1959). The class interests have been clearly analysed as the
motive force behind the struggle for India's independence. This, in India, is the most systematic exposure of politics as a reflection of class positions.

Recent Trends in Indian Nationalism (Bombay: Popular Prakashan, 1960). It observes that the character of the Indian state after independence is capitalist, and the leadership is representing capitalist class interests.


Domhoff, G.W., Who Rules America? (Engelwood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1967); and The Higher Circles (New York: Random House, 1970). In America, the power elite acts to insure that the social upper class continues to own disproportionate share of wealth and to reap a disproportionate amount of national income. And through the power elite, the social upper class shapes public opinion, mans most of the important posts in the
foreign and domestic policy process, and intervenes decisively in political candidate selection, including presidential nominees.


Ludwig Feuerbach (London: Lawrence & Wishart, 1934). It contains the best elucidations of the materialist conception of history.


Frank, A.C., *Capitalism and Underdevelopment in Latin America* (New York: Monthly Review Press, 1969). Underdevelopment of a Satellite is an integral part of the process of capitalist development in the metropolis. The author argues that because a satellite is integrated into the World capitalism system, its institutions must be regarded as capitalist in content.

Frey, F.W., *The Turkish Political Elite* (Cambridge, Mass: M.I.T. Press, 1965). A discussion of the recruitment and composition of deputies to the Assembly from 1920-57 which tries to relate their social background with the elite behaviour pattern.


Gerth, H. and C.W. Mills, "Sociology of Leadership", in *Character and Social Institutions* (New York: Harcourt Brace & World, 1953). It provides a framework incorporating the interaction between the leader's traits and motive, his role choices and performances and the situational context for his activities.


Habib, I., *Agrarian System of Mughal India 1656-1707* (London: Asia Publishing House, 1963). It observes that the agrarian system of Mughal India is sharply distinguishable from classical feudalism of the European type.


It holds that in the industrialised societies, there are multiple strategic elites which are specific and achievement oriented in contrast to the traditional ascriptive ruling classes.


A comparative discussion on elites of eleven political systems.


Examines three main aspects of Marx's work: the analysis of modern bourgeois society, political economy, and the theory of history.


It observes that all parts of India were never in the same stage of development, and that at no period there was slavery in the classical European sense.

Kothari, R., *Politics in India* (Delhi: Orient Longman, 1970). The author finds the dynamics of adaptability in the caste groups of India and suggests that to become modernized the Indian polity must develop a strong Centre and a power elite.

Leach, E. and S.N. Mukherji (eds) *Elites in South Asia* (Cambridge: University Press, 1970) The authors belonging to different disciplines of social sciences focused on the historical, rural and urban elites in India.

Lenin, V.I., *The State and Revolution* (Moscow: Progress Publishers, 1967) This is the application to the contemporary reality of the basic political principles contained in Engels' *Origin of the Family, Private Property and State*.

*, What is To be Done?* (Moscow: Progress Publishers 1967), It contains Lenin's Original Plan of how to overthrow the Tsarist regime.

*The Proletarian Revolution and Kautsky the Renegade* (Peking: Foreign Languages Press, 1970). This is Lenin's reply to an attack on the Soviet Government's alleged suppression of democracy.


Lichtheim, G., *From Marx, to Hegel and Other Essays* (London: Orbach & Chambers, 1971). Several essays in this
volume provide a good account of recent tendencies in Marxist social thought.


"Analysis of Classes in Chinese Society", "Report of an Investigation of the Peasant Movement in Human"; and "How to Differentiate the Classes in Rural Areas", Selected Works vol. I, pp. 13-21 23-59, and 137-43. These works are of immense value in understanding and analysing the class structure of rural societies.

Marcuse, H., One Dimensional Man (Boston: Beacon Press, 1964). The thesis is that in the advanced industrial countries, the progress of science and technology has established a form of domination and social control, which by achieving the social and cultural integration of the working class into society, has eliminated any real force capable of bringing about a radical historical change to a new society.


Marx, K., The 18th Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte (London: Allen & Unwin, 1926). It is an account of the Coup d'etat by which Napoleon III made himself dictator of France in 1851. This gives a close analysis of the interplay of class forces which enabled him to do so.
The Civil War in France (London: Lawrence & Wishart, 1934). Here the deduction is made that the workers cannot take over the existing state apparatus and that they have to abolish it and create a new one of their own.

"A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy", in Marx and Engels, Selected Works (Moscow: Progress Publishers, 1970). It is a criticism of capitalist economics and brings out the relations between infra and superstructure.

Matthews, D.R., The Social Background of Political Decision-Makers (Donden city, N.Y: Doubleday, 1954). Describes the most commonly used approach to elite analysis, and reviews some related theoretical works and case studies.

Mayer, J.P., Max Weber and German Politics (London: Faber & Faber, 1956). It correctly characterizes Weber as the spokesman of German bourgeoisie. Insofar as Weber influenced recent sociological thought, the book has general importance.


The author presents his famous "iron law of Oligarchy" and relates the theory with the organisation structure.

Mills, C.W., *The Power Elite* (New York: Oxford University Press, 1956). The thesis is that the economic, political, and military elites are functionally interrelated and control the big decisions at the national level in the United States.


Moore, B.Jr., *Social Origins of Dictatorship and Democracy* (England: Penguin Books Ltd., 1966). With regard to India it says that during British rule, a class of parasitic landlords and moneylenders were created but in independent India their political dominance is considerably weakened.


Mukherjee, R., *The Rise and Fall of East India Company* (Bombay: Popular Prakasan, 1973). The company was developed
in the era of merchantile capitalism in India and ceased when the merchantile capitalism made way for industrial capitalism.


Ossowski, S., *Class Structure in the Social Consciousness* (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1963). It argues that there has been other kinds of domination and exploitation besides that carried on by classes formed on the basis of property ownership.


Parsons, T., "The Parliamentary Profession", International Social Science Journal, part-I, 13, 4 (1961). It includes the studies on legislatures in France, Italy, Israel, Great Britain, the United States, and the USSR.


Ranney, A., Pathways to Parliament (Madison, Wis: University of Wisconsin Press, 1965). A Study of the elite recruitment patterns and process in Great Britain.


It starts with the basic premise that elections are a mechanism to distribute and redistribute political power, and undertakes the study of Indian elections.


Comprises essays on Indian political behaviour in a social and cultural context.


It is a review of the recent social background studies of elites and also the theoretical works in the field.


A discussion on the elite recruitment in new nations with reference to paths of power, legitimacy, representativeness and its relationship to political change.


Stalin, J.V., Marxism and the National Question (Calcutta, Sarat Press Ltd., 1971). It brings the relationship of the spontaneous struggle of peoples oppressed by the great empires and the struggle of working class against the capitalist class.

Thorner, D. and A. Throner, Land and Labour in India (London, 1962). Provocative essays based on the authors' field work, drawing attention to important economic problems.

four American states.


Weiner, M., *The Politics of Scarcity* (Chicago, 1962). To the author, India appears to be in the lack of a culture of direct confrontation. This is one of the systematic works on associational interest groups in India.